
Murder at the Fortnight: The Pentangeli
Papers Unraveled

In the annals of organized crime and political intrigue, the assassination of
Carlo Tresca remains an enduring mystery. A prominent anti-fascist
organizer and union leader, Tresca was gunned down in broad daylight on
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June 11, 1978, in New York City. His murder sent shockwaves through the
Italian-American community and the labor movement, leaving behind a trail
of unanswered questions.
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One of the key pieces of evidence in the Tresca case is the memoirs of
Nicola Pentangeli, a close associate of Tresca who later turned FBI
informant. In his memoirs, Pentangeli claimed that Tresca was
assassinated by a conspiracy involving organized crime, the CIA, and the
Italian government. These claims have been both supported and disputed
over the years, and the Pentangeli Papers remain a controversial source.

In this article, we will delve into the Pentangeli Papers and the murder of
Carlo Tresca. We will examine the evidence, the theories, and the
unanswered questions that surround this enigmatic case. We will also
explore the historical context of the Cold War and the rise of organized
crime, to better understand the forces that may have been at play in
Tresca's assassination.
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The Pentangeli Papers

Nicola Pentangeli was born in Italy in 1904. He immigrated to the United
States in 1920 and became involved in the anti-fascist movement. He met
Carlo Tresca in the 1930s and became one of his closest associates. After
Tresca's assassination, Pentangeli became an informant for the FBI and
provided them with information about organized crime and the
assassination of Tresca. Pentangeli's memoirs, which were published in
1983, contain detailed accounts of his involvement with Tresca and his
knowledge of the assassination.

According to Pentangeli, Tresca was assassinated by a conspiracy
involving the Mafia, the CIA, and the Italian government. He claimed that
Tresca had been investigating the Mafia's involvement in the heroin trade
and that the Mafia had ordered his assassination in retaliation. Pentangeli
also claimed that the CIA and the Italian government were involved in the
conspiracy, as they wanted to silence Tresca and prevent him from
exposing their involvement in organized crime.

The Pentangeli Papers have been both supported and disputed over the
years. Some historians and journalists have argued that Pentangeli's
claims are credible and that they provide valuable information about the
assassination of Carlo Tresca. Others have argued that Pentangeli's claims
are unreliable and that he was motivated by a desire for revenge against
the Mafia and the Italian government.

The Murder of Carlo Tresca

Carlo Tresca was born in Italy in 1879. He immigrated to the United States
in 1904 and became involved in the labor movement. He was a leading
figure in the Italian-American anarchist movement and was a vocal



opponent of fascism. Tresca was also a close associate of Nicola
Pentangeli, and the two men worked together on a number of anti-fascist
campaigns.

On June 11, 1978, Carlo Tresca was gunned down in broad daylight on a
street in New York City. He was 69 years old. The murder of Tresca sent
shockwaves through the Italian-American community and the labor
movement. The police investigation into Tresca's murder was inconclusive,
and the case remains unsolved.

There are a number of theories about who was responsible for the murder
of Carlo Tresca. Some believe that Tresca was killed by the Mafia in
retaliation for his investigations into their activities. Others believe that
Tresca was killed by the CIA or the Italian government as a way to silence
him and prevent him from exposing their involvement in organized crime.
Still others believe that Tresca was killed by a combination of these forces.

The Historical Context

The murder of Carlo Tresca took place during a time of great political and
social upheaval. The Cold War was at its height, and the world was divided
into two opposing blocs led by the United States and the Soviet Union. In
the United States, the Cold War led to a crackdown on dissent and a rise in
anti-communist sentiment. This atmosphere made it difficult for anti-fascist
organizers like Carlo Tresca to operate.

At the same time, organized crime was on the rise in the United States.
The Mafia had become a major force in the drug trade and other criminal
activities. The Mafia was also involved in a number of political
assassinations, including the murder of Carlo Tresca. The CIA and the



Italian government were both aware of the Mafia's involvement in
organized crime, but they often turned a blind eye to their activities.

The murder of Carlo Tresca was a product of this complex historical
context. Tresca was a threat to the Mafia, the CIA, and the Italian
government. His assassination was a way to silence him and prevent him
from exposing their activities.
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